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1. Introduction

Let X be a locally compact separable metric space and m be a Radon meas-

ure on X whose support is the whole space X. Let (<5, £?) be a regular sym-

metric Dirichlet space on L2(X, m) and denote by Jf=(Ω, Xt, Px) a symmetric

Markov process associated with the Dirichlet space (<?, £?). For uEί3? denote

by u the quasi-continuous version of u and let A{iul=u(Xt)—u(X0). Then, it

is known in Fukushima [6] that the additive functional (abbreviated by AF) Aίul

can be written as

(1.1) AS*1 = ΛftΊ+NΫ1, Ps-a.e. q.e. x

where Mψ* is a martingale AF of finite energy and Nψ* is a continuous AF of

zero energy (for notions see [6]). This decomposition is regarded as an exten-

sion of the notion of semimartingale AF's in the sense that the quadratic varia-

tion of Λ/™ vanishes (see (5.2.10) in [6]).

On the other hand, under the assumption that the Markov process M is

conservative, Lyons-Zheng [10] obtained another expression of Aίul: for Γ > 0

(1.2) Aψ = -1 mul~ (Mψ\rτ)-Mψlt(rτ)), 0<t< Ty Pm-a.e.

where rτ is a time reverse operator at Γ, i.e., Xt(rτ)=Xτ_t, and Pm is a σ-finite

measure defined by fx Px[ ] dm. Denote by 3t (resp. St) the σ-field generated

by {Xs\ 0<s<t} (resp. {Xs; T-t<s<T}). Then we see that M^\rτ) is a

(Pm, Ωt)—martingale. Thus, the AF A™ i s the sum of a (Pm, ΞF^)—martingale

and a (Pm, ^—martingale. The formula (1.2) is derived from the fact that the

symmetry of M implies the time reversibility: for £Fr-measurable function F

(1.3) Em[F(rτ)] = Em[F].

One can say that the decomposition (1.2) reflects the symmetry of the

Markov process M faithfully. Furthermore (1.2) would enable us to use the

martingale theory more effectively than (1.1) in the study of symmetric Markov
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processes. The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate this in getting
a conservativeness criterion, a tightness criterion and also some sample path
properties for symmetric diffusion processes. We shall further consider an
extension of the method to non-symmetric situations.

In §2, we shall give a sufficient condition for symmetric diffusion processes
to be conservative (Theorem 2.2). In some important cases, our criterion is
sharper than Ichihara's test [7] for the conservation of probability.

In §3, we shall give a sufficient condition for a certain class of symmetric
diffusion processes on Rd to be tight. Lyons-Zheng [10] have proved the
tightness property for a similar class of diffusion processes but in the "pseudo-
path topology" which is even weaker than the Skorohod one. We shall prove
the tightness in the usual uniform topology (Theorem 3.1). As an application,
we can strengthen those results in Albeverio-Hφegh-Krohn-Streit [2] and Al-
beverio-Kusuoka-Streit [3] on the semi-group convergence of energy forms to
weak convergence results.

In §4, we shall present two elementary estimates. The first one (Lemma
4.1) was obtained in Kusuoka [9] by an analytic method but the present method
is simpler in that we only use the decomposition (1.2) and the representation
theorem of continuous local martingales by Brownian motions. The second
one (Lemma 4.3) is applicable to showing certain sample path properties of sym-
metric diffusion processes as we shall see in §5 for the upper estimate of the
law of the iterated logarithm.

In §6, we shall consider how we can extend the formula (1.2) to the case
of special non-symmetric diffusion processes with an invariant measure.

We emphasize that the diffusion processes we are treating include those
whose generators are of divergence form with non-smooth coefficients and ac-
cordingly they can not be handled by the method of stochastic differential equa-
tions based on the Brownian motions. Nevertheless, the present method enables
us to reduce their study to elementary properties of the Brownian motion. One
may use known powerful estimates of fundamental solutions in the uniformly
elliptic cases, but it seems quite difficult to derive such probabilistic results as
Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 5.1 by using only the analytical estimates of this kind.

A part of the present results has been announced in [12].

2. A conservativeness test for symmetric diffusion processes

We use the notions and the notations in [6]. Let X and m be as in §1
and (βy £?) be a regular Dirichlet space on L2(X, m) such that 6(u} v) vanishes
whenever v is constant on the support of u. If, for any relatively compact open
set G, there exists a function ϋEff such that u=vf m—a.e. on G, the function
u is said to be locally in £F (MG9Ί O C in notation). We see that the formulas
(1.1) and (1.2) are extended to u^ζFloc. As is shown in Chapter 5 in [6], for
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there exists a Radon measure μ<M> corresponding to the quadratic var-

iation <M[U])>, and the Dirichlet form 6 is written as

(2.1) e{u,v) = \

where dμ<UtV>=-— {dμ<u+v>—dμ<u>—dμ<v>).

Let JC denote the class of compact sets K satisfying that m(K)>0, supp

(Xκm)=K and that the bilinear form

,dμ<u,v> > u,v^SF

(which can be seen to be dependent only on restrictions to K of u,v&SF) is

closable on L\X, Xκm). Here, Xκ is the indicator functions of K. For K^JC>

we denote by £?* the domain of the closure of 6K. Then, the pair (<?*, EFK) can

be regarded as a regular Dirichlet space on L2(K, Xκm) and the diffusion process

on K associated with {βκ> 3ϊκ) is conservative because XK^EFK and 6K{XKi Xκ)=®

We set

{ μ/p\ is absolutely continuous 1
" ^ ^ loc > . , , Γ

with respect to m. J

and denote by T(ρ) the density of μ<p> with respect to the Radon measure m for

pe£F l o C f a c. Furthermore, we set

( l imp(#)=oo and for any r > 0 )

I the set { Λ G I ; p(Λ?)<r} belongs to JC.)the set { Λ G I ; p(Λ?)<r} belongs to JC.

where C(J?) is the family of the continuous functions on X and Δ is the extra

point in the one-point compactification of X.

Let BrtP={x<=X; p(x)<r} and Mp(r)=ess.sup T(p)(x) for pe3Ί O C ι a c .

Then, we have * r*p

Lemma 2.1. ¥ox

where l(a)=

Proof. Put (&, 3rr)=(έ?^.p, ff^-p) and m r =% β r , p w. Let Jf = ( P W X,) and

3ίr=(Pr

xy Xt) be the diffusion processes corresponding to (£, £F) and (έΓ, £Fr)

respectively. Then, we have, for R, r > 0
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(2-3) Pms[sug(p(Xt)-p(X0))>:r]

Since the diffusion process MR+r is conservative, it follows from the formula
(1.2) that

p{X,)-p{X0) = \ W - y {Mψ{rτ)-Mψ-t{rτ)), PR

mZ~a-*-

Thus, we see that the right hand side of (2.3) is not greater than

(2.4) P*£r [oSupMM>|- r]+P^r ^sup M ^ ( r r ) > | - r]

by the relation (1.3). Using a one-dimensional Brownian motion B(t) with re-
spect to Pξ+r for q.e. x, we see that the right hand side of (2.4) is dominated by

Γ(p) (Xu) du)>^r]+P«m+R'+r [w^-B^ Γ(p) (Xu) du)>^

sup
CR+θ

= 6 m(BM+r P) / f 2r ) . q.e.d.

We shall prove the following general criterion for the conservation of pro-
bability.

Theorem 2.2. If there exist p^Jί and T > 0 such that for any R>0

(2.5) S g - < B ^
then the diffusion process corresponding to (<?, £F) is conservative.

Proof. Let M=(PX, Xt) be the diffusion process corresponding to (5, £F).

By Lemma 2.1 and assumption (2.5), we have for T'=— T

= oo] = B

lim 6 ?«(βΛ+r P) l(
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= o,
and so

= Px[oSVφ,(p(Xt)-P(Xo)) <oo]

= 1, m—a.e.,

where ζ is the life time of the diffusion process M. By virtue of the semi-group
property we can conclude that for any £>0, Pt 1 = 1, m—a.e.. q.e.d.

To give examples, we deal with a more concrete Dirichlet space for X=Rd.
Let 6 be a symmetric bilinear form on L\Rd, m) defined by

(2.6) £(u, v) = l - £ \ a,j(x) | ^ | ^ dm, u,
Z *»y=i in* oxi όXj

where C%(Rd) is the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact
support. Let the coefficients aiA be locally integrable Borel measurable func-
tions satisfying

i) au = aji

(2.7)
ii) Έ aij(x)ξiξj>0 for any x}ξ<=Rd.

Together with (2.6), we consider for each closed ball Br={x^Rd\ \x\<r} a
symmetric form

(2.8) 'r(u, v) = \ ± \ atJ %L p- dm, u,
2 ί.i = i JBr dXi OXj

where C°°(Br) is the restrictions to Br of functions in Co(Rd).
We assume the closability of the form (2.6) on L2(Rd, tri) and also that of

(2.8) on L\Br, m) for each r. This closability requirement is satisfied if m is
the Lebesgue measure and if ah- are either locally uniformly elliptic or smooth.
See [11] for the closability for more general m and a{j.

EXAMPLE 1 Consider the case that there exists a constant λ such that

XJ aij(x) ξi ξj<\\ξ\2, for any x3 ξ^Rd. Since the function |Λ?| belongs to <_A9

we see according to Theorem 2.2 with p(x)= \x\ that, if there exists J Γ > 0 such
that

(2.9) l imίff(B Λ + r )/(-^=) = 0 for any R>0,

then the corresponding diffusion is conservative. Noting that l(a)<—e~a2/2

y

a
— e ~ a 2

a
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for α>0, we see that if m(Br)<c}e
c2r2 with some constants cλ and c29 (2.9) is

fulfilled by choosing T< . This improves a result of Ichihara [7: Example

3.2] not only in the growth order but also in that we require neither the absolu-
tely continuity of m nor the non-degeneracy of the density except for the closa-
bility requirement. The diffusion process corresponding to αf ; = δ l y and m{dx)
=^ l * | 2 + f dx is known to be explosive for any £>0.

EXAMPLE 2 Consider the case that the measure m is the Lebesgue measure

on Rd and Σ a{j(x) ξ{:ξj<k(2+ \x\f log(2+ | * | ) \ξ\2 with some constant k.

Employing the function p(#)=log(2+ |Λ; |)^«^?, we have

g w ( f r ; 1 0 8 ( 2 + k

r) VkT(R+r) e-<

-r(f.ι)
-> 0 , as r ~> oo ,

if Γ < . Hence, Theorem 2.2 shows that the corresponding diffusion is con-
2kd

servative, improving again a result of Ichihara [7: Example 3.1]. It was known
in Davies [5] that if aij{x)={\J

r\x\)2 (log(l+ \x\))β δίV, /?>1, the corresponding
diffusion is not conservative.

3. A tightness criterion for symmetric diffusion processes

Let £n(u, v) be a sequence of symmetric bilinear forms on L\Rd, tnn) defined
by

(3.1) e\u,v) = ±± \ aϊip-p-dm., for U,
2 «\/ = i JRd OXi OXj

where mn is everywhere dense positive Radon measure on Rd. Let the coeffi-
cients anij be Borel measurable functions satisfying
i) a1ij=a"i

it) for each ball Br there exists a constant λ(f) independent of n such that

Έ forany (x}ξ)(ΞBrxRd.

For each ball Bry let βn'Br be the symmetric form defined by (2.8) with au and m
replaced by α?> and mn. We assume the closability of (<?n, Co(Rd)) and (6n*B%
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C°°(Sr)) on L2(Rd, mn) and L\Br, mn) respectively. The corresponding closure
will be denoted by (<5n, 3n) and (£*•', 3">r). Furthermore, we assume

Condition I There exists a constant Γ > 0 such that for any i?>0

Note that, by virtue of Theorem 2.2, Condition I implies that the diffusion
processes Mn—{Pn

Xi Xt) corresponding to (8n

y 3") are conservative.
For probability measures μn on Rd we define the probability measures Pμn

on C([0, oo)->jR*) by

where C([0, oo)-*Rd) is the space of all continuous functions from [0, oo) into
Rd. Now, we give the sufficient conditions for the sequence of probability
measures P£n to be tight.

We consider the following conditions:

Condition II i) sup mn(K)<oo for any cmpact set K.

ii) μn is absolutely continuous with respect to mn> say μn=φn mny and a sequence
{<pn} satisfies that sup H ^ J U ^ ^ s u p ess sup \<pn(x)\)<°° for any compact set
K.
iii) \μn} is tight.

Theorem 3.1. Under Condition I and II, the sequence of probability measures
Pnμ,n is tight on the space C([0, oo)-*Rd) equipped with the local uniform topology.

Proof. For δ>0, put qn

h,L(x)=Pn

x[ sup \Xi

t-Xi

s\>δ]. Here X\ is the
0<.s,t<,L
\t-s\<,h

ί-th component of the diffusion process Xt. Note that (ql.L, <Pn)mn^\\<Pn\\oo,BR

n(BCR) Thus, by Condition II ii) and iii), if we can show that

(3.2) l i m s u p t e ^ X s J ^ ^ O , for any L, JR>0 ,

then we have lim sup {ql,L, φn)m =0, for any L>0, and arrive at this theorem.
Λ->0 » ' n

Let Γ'=—T. Then

(3.3) {qi,τ>, xBB)mn = p;^;yup r / 1 x\ -xi \ >s , Λr]+
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where Λ r = {ω; sup (|Xt | - |Xo\ )<r} and Mn r={Pn

x-
r, Xt) is the diffusion pro-

cess corresponding to (<?n'r, 3n'r). Since it follows from the formula (1.2) that

the first term of the right hand side of (3.3) is dominated by

It is clear that

{ω; sup |Mξ*' ] - M c / ' ] | > δ }

= {ω; sup I ^ ( Γ β w(Xβ) du)-B(\S au(Xu) du) \ >δ}

C {ω; sup |Λ(ί)-B(ί) I > δ } , P ; *+'-a.e., q.e. ίί,

where B(t) is the one-dimensional Brownian motion with respect to PJ> j ? + r.
Therefore, denoting by (W=C([Q, oo)-+Rd)y Pw) the standard Wiener space and
setting y(hy r)=Pw [we W; sup | w(t)—w(s) \ >δ] , the last term of (3.4) is not

greater than 2 mn(BR+r) γ(A,

On the other hand, according to Lemma 2.1 we have P$B mn[A?]<6 mn(BR+r)

I ( / p \rp\ Hence, we see that the right hand side of (3.3) is dominated

\ v λ ( Λ + r ) i J I r \
by 2 mn(BR+r) <γ(h, R+r)+6 mn(BR+r) li = ) , and consequently

\χ/Λj{jt\.-\-ir) 1 '

(3.5) Urn sup (?AV, % β Λ ) W | i = 0 , for any R>0

by virtue of Condition I and Condition II i).
Note that by the Markov property

\t-s^h
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Thus, it follow from (3.5) and Lemma 2.1 that for Oζβ< T

π s sup PIB - [ sup iΛ:{- * ί I >δ]
h-*0 « B βi£.s,t£T'+β

Em ϊjm sup J =0,

and, consequently, limsup (iJ.r'+p, ^BB)mx=^ for any R>0. By repeating this

argument, (3.2) is established. q.e.d.

EXAMPLE 3 Let ψ b e a positive Borel function such that ψ^LlQC(Rd, dx)
and {ψn} be an increasing sequence of positive Borel functions bounded by i|r,
i.e.,

Putting mn=ψl dx and m=yjr2 dx, we define Dirichlet spaces (6n, £?n) and (£, £F)

by

&": the closure of C7(i2J) in , wΛ) with respect to

£F: the closure of Co(Rd) in L2(Λrf, m) with respect to

and

(3 9)

Let ϋfn=(PJ, X/) and M—(Pχy Xt) be the diffusion processes associated with
Dirichlet spaces (3.8) and (3.9) respectively. Then, if m(Br)<c1 ec*2. Condition

I is satisfied for Γ < . Hence, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that for fξΞL\m)
2c2

Γ\L°°(m) with / > 0 , m-a.e. the sequence of probability measures {Pn

knfmn, kn=
- i - } is tight on C[([0, oo)->^).
ffin»

Suppose further that, for some (possibly empty) closed set K,

\ ) ϋ) ΎJL _> 1 uniformly on any compact set K'dRd—K.
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Then we can conclude that Plnfmn converges to Pkfm weakly. Here Cap is the

capacity associated with the Dirichlet form (3.9) and k= . In fact, let
Sfdm

; inϊ {\x-y\; y^Brf]K}>8} and τ r, δ=inf {t;
In the similar manner as we have in the derivation of (3.2) from (3.5), we can
show that for any R, L>0 lim sup PiB mn [ sup (|Xt \ — \Xo |) > r ] = 0 . There-

fore, in view of Lemma 5.11 in [6], we see that for any 6>0 and any L>0 there
exist r and δ such that

sup Pn

knfmn[
L^rrtB]+Pkfm[L>τrtS]<S .

Note that for Λ={ω; Xh^Av •••, Xtp^Ap}{Q<t1<-*<tp, Ai

(3.11)

^ \Plfmn[A]-P»knfmn[An {ί#

-Pk/m[Af] {^<τr,δ}]l + |PΛ /«[Λn itP<τrtS}]-Pk/m[A]\

<Pnknfntn[tp>Tr,s]+Pk/m[tp>Tr,s]+ I P J U J Λ Π {tp<Tr,S}]

-Pkfm[AΠ{tP<τrJ]\ .

Then, since Condition ϋ) of (3.10) and Theorem 5 in [2] imply that the last
term of (3.11) tends to zero by letting n to infinity, we have the stated weak
convergence. By combining Theorem 3.1 with some other statements on the
semi-group convergence in [2] and [3], we can get the corresponding weak con-
vergence statements.

4. Preliminary estimates

Let (<?, 3) be a regular Dirichlet space on L2(X, m) as in §2. We assume
that the corresponding diffusion M=(Pxy Xt) is conservative. Set

SΊoc* = {pe£F loc,ac; T(p)<a, m-a.e.}, α > 0 ,

and denote by £){X) the family of the Borel sets of X. Then, we have

Lemma 4.1. For A3BtΞ ${X) and p e %OCtΛ Π C(X)

(4.1) PU[X*€ΞA, XτtΞB]<2(nt(A)+m(B)) l(ή~=

Here, p(A, ΰ)=inf ip(x)-p(y); X^A, y^B} Vinf ip(y)-p(x); X

Proof. Suppose that p(A, B)='mf iρ(y)—ρ(x) x^A, y^B}. Then, since

p{Xτ)-ρ(Xo)=\Mφ-\Mψ(rτ)y Pw-a.e. by the formula (1.2) with t=T, we
have
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(4.2) Pm[XoeA, XT<=B] = Pm[XoeA, XT<=B, P(Xτ)-p(Xo)^P(A, B)]

^Pm[Xa<=A, XτeB, Mψ^p(A, B)]+Pa[X0<=A, XT(=B,

-Mψ{rτ)>p{A,B)}.

The first term of the right hand side of the inequality (4.2) is not greater than

= (XA, Px [osup#( j Γ(p) (Xu) du)ϊzp(A, B)])a

B(s)^p(A,B)])m

where B(s) denotes a one-dimensional Brownian motion with respect to Px for

q.e. Λ J G X Moreover, the second term of the right hand side of inequality (4.2)

is equal to P J I 0 G β , XT^A, —Mψ>p{A, B)]. Therefore, in the same man-

ner as above, we see that it is not greater than 2 m(B) l( ], and thus we

obtain the inequality (4.1). Noting that the left hand side of (4.1) is equal to
, XT&A], we attain the estimate (4.1) in the case that p(A, B)=inf

&B} as well. q.e.d.

For p^SΊoeΠ C(X) we let TrtP={x(ΞX; r<p(x)<r+l}.

Corollary 4.2. Let p e 3 l o C t Λ ΠC(Z). Then, for r > 0 and Ae$(X) such
that AdBRtP

(4.3) P%Am[χτ^ TR+rtP]<2(m(A)+m(TIt+rtP))

Using (4.3), we have the next lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let pG£F l o MΠ C(X) and A<ΞB(X) with A(zBRtP. Let Λ e

SFT with Px[A]<y, m-a.e.. Then, it holds that for p, q>\ such that — + — = 1 ,
P 9

(4.4) P ^ J

Proof. By Holder's inequality, we have

PχΛ. ίrτω e Λ] = Pm [ω e Λ, Xτ e A]

< \ Px [Λ]1^ Px [Xτ e A]1/β dm
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= Ύupi[ Px[Xτ<ΞAγ*dm+ Σ ( PJXrZΞA]1'*dm}

{ R ι P ) + Σ (R+kιPy
k=0

 B+k,p

and therefore the proof is complete in view of Corollary 4.2. q.e.d.

5. A sample path property of symmetric diffusion processes

If one combines Lemma 4.3 with the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, one can
prove several sample path properties of symmetric diffusion processes. For
example, we have the next theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Consider p e ^ΪOCt(Λ Π C(X) such that p > 0.
i) if m({r<p<r-\-l})<c rD (c: positive constant, D> — 1: constant),

(5.1) lim /

 v < 1, P,-a.e., w-a.e. x.
v } *+-Va(D+l)tlogt

ii) ifm(X)<oo

(5.2) lim — = < 1, PΛ-a.e., w-a.e. Λ? .v ' ^ - \/2α * log log *

REMARK 5.2. We do not know if the statement (5.2) also holds for D =
- 1 .

Proof of Theorem 5.1. In what follows, cl9 c2, ••• will denote some positive
constants.

i) Let δ > 0 and set j(t)= y/a(D+8+l)t log t. By Corollary 4.2 we see that
for

(5.3)

First, suppose that Z)>0. Then, since for any p there exists a constant
such that

-<2'2 dt<c(p) a*"1 e~β2/2 for

the right hand side of (5.3) is dominated by

J ^ -- it
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<c

where δ' is any constant such that 0 < δ ' < δ . In case — 1<D<O, the right
hand side of (5.3) is dominated by

Hence, it holds that, for D> — 1,

(5.4) Σ>Pχ

Next, we will show that, for Z)> — 1 ,

(5.5) Σ P X i . [ sup (p(Xt)-p(Xθn))>2Ύ(θn(θ-l))]<oo .

Since p(Xt)-p(Xθn)=l-(M^-M^)+-^(Λίίli.ί(ri.+»)-Λf^_1)(r#.+i))l we
obtain

(5.6) P x ^[ sup

^ [ sup
θnzt£θ

Am[ sup

The first term of the right hand side of (5.6) is equal to PχΛm[ sup (M$lt —
0^t^θnCΘΌ

Mγr?)>2<γ(θnφ-l))l which is dominated bjP%AM[ sup B{t)>2j{θn(θ-\))]

On the other hand, it holds that

Px[ sup {M^+1_

= PX[ sup M

<2PX[ sup
n

According to Lemma 4.3 we see that the second term of (5.6) is not greater than
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' I / /l f-l-1 / • *

Beside, if Z>>0, the inside of { } in the above expression is dominated by

< c 8 θ(n+1)/2q \ΓtD"{ι/q)

 e~
(t2)/2q*θ"+1 dt

and if — 1<Z)<O, it is dominated by

\1/q

)
»+l / D 1 \ n+1 «

< c12

Hence, if we choose a constant p such that —(Z>+1) ~^~ ~*~ < 0 in case

a n d ——\ X — i r . < 0 in case — l<Z><0, we can conclude that the state-
2p 2 2p

ment (5.5) is true.
By virtue of (5.4), (5.5) and first Borel-Cantelli lemma, it holds that, for

Pχ^-a.e. ω, there exists N(ω) such that for n>N(ω) and θn<t<θn+1

p(Xt) = p(Xθn)+(p(Xt)-p(Xθn))

<\/a(D+S+l) θn log θn +2\/a{D+Z+\) θ\θ-\) log θ\θ-\)

= Va(D+8+l) θnlog θn

log

11 log

Consequently

limm

By letting δ I 0 and θ \ 1, we get (5.1).
ii) Let δ > 0 and set ΎθO=V(2+δ) at log log *• Then, for AdBRtP
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n 2

and

Pm[ sup (P(Xt)-p(X0))>2Ύ(θa(θ-l))]

ΪT7- f o r o < δ ' < δ .

Therefore, we can prove the statement (5.2) by the same argument as above.
q.e.d.

6. An extension of Lyons-Zheng's formula

In this section, we shall extend the formula (1.2) in the case of special non-
symmetric Dirichlet spaces.

Let 6 be a non-symmetric bilinear form on L\Rd, m) written as

(6.1) 6{u,v) = \ ± \ au^L^Ldm+±\ h^vdm,
2iJ=iJRd dxf dxj i=iJRd dXi

for iι9

where aijy b{ are bounded measurable functions which satisfy the following con-
ditions:

i) au = aji

(6.2) ii) there exists a constant δ>0 such that

iii) έ ( bi^-dm = 0 for any
ί = i JRd OXi

We set δ(s)(u, v)=— Σ \ au — — dm, and suppose that the symmetric form
2*.y=i JRd dXi dxj

β{s) is closable in L2(Rd, tn). If we denote by 3 the closure of Co(R% the pair
(<?, £F) becomes a non-symmetric Dirichlet space and we get a diffusion process
Jf=(Ω, Xu Px) through the Dirichlet space (£?, 3 ) (see S. Carrilo Menendez [4]).
Here, we set Ω=C([0, oo)^>Rd) and define Xt(ω) as the position of ωGΩ: Xtfa)
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=ω(i). We can also define the adjoint Dirichlet form by £{u, v)=β(v, u) and
in this case

έ(u,v) ± [ a i j d m ± [ b,vdm

by the condition iii) of (6.2). Then, it was shown in Kim [8] that for
the AF AγΊ=ϋ(X,)—&(X0) has the decomposition

(6.3) Aψ = Mψ+Nψ, Px-a.e. q.e. * ,

where M£"] is a martingale AF of finite energy and NψJ is a continuous AF of
zero energy. But, unlike symmetric cases, the energy of an AF A is denned as

(6.4) e(A) = lim a2 Em[Γ e-'HA,)2 di\.

Λ A

Denote by iϋf=(Ω, Xu Px) the diffusion process associated with the adjoint
A

Dirichlet space (<?, £F). Then, using the notions corresponding to the adjoint
Dirichlet space (S, £F), the AF Aίul is also decomposed as

(6.5) Aψ1 = Mγ*+Nγ\ Λ-a.e. q.e. x .
Λ

Now we assume that diffusion processes M and M are conservative. Then,
the basic measure m becomes an invariant measure and the following relation
holds: for £FΓ-measurable function F

(6.6) Em[F{rτω)] = Em[F].

Lemma 6.1. It holds that for M G ?

(6.7) tiP-2 Σ Γ (b, I*-) {X.) ds = Nψ\ P.-a.e. .
* =i Jo ΌXi

For the proof we need the next proposition due to Oshima which is an
extension of Theorem 5.3.1 of [4] to non-symmetric case.

Proposition 6.2. (Oshima)* Let A be an AF. Then, the following two
conditions are equivalent.
i) A=NM, u^SF

ii) A is a continuous AF such that e(^4)=0, lim a Ex[\ e~Λt At dt]=O, q.e. x,
and

lim a2Evm [ Γ e~*ιAt dt] = — β(u, v) for any v

*private communication
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Proof of Lemma 6.1. Denote by A the generator associated with (<5, EF)

and 3)(Λ) the domain of A. We first prove the lemma for MG^)(i). Note

that Mul= Γ Au(Xs)ds and so NΫKr^N?1. Then, we see that for v
Jo

ΰ{Xt)]+Em[M'\ϋ(X,)-ϋ(X9))] •

But since

a21 Em[Γ e-« M"\ϋ(Xt)-ϋ(X0)) dt] |

Jo

<(a2Em[Γ e-"(MmΊ)' dtψ2 (a2 Ea[[° e-"(ϋ(Xt)-ϋ(X0))2 dt])
JO Jθ

"2

it follows from Proposition 6.2

lim α 2 £•„„[(" *"•* 7Vξ
α5->oo Jo

Hence, by the equality that

lim α 2 £•„„[( *"•* 7Vξ"] Λ] = lim

( bi^vdm= -β(u, v)

we have

(6.8) lim a2Evm [Γ e--'(iV^-2 Σ Γ(ί, ψ-) (X.) ds) dt]
<*->"» Jθ ί = l Jo 3 ^ .

= lim a2Eυm [ ί " ̂ "Λ/ ΛΓ^ dt] .
0>->oα ""Jo

On the other hand,

(6.9) e(JV«) = lim α 2 £ w [ Γ β"- 1^ 1 1 3) 2 dt]
α}-><» Jo

= lim a2Em

= o,

and hence M κ ] - 2 Σ ('(4* — ) (-X.) ds is an ̂ ί 1 of M of zero energy. (6.8), (6.9)
ί=i Jo 3Λ;.

and Proposition 6.2 lead us to the desired equality (6.7).
Next, for a general M G ? there exists a sequence un^3)(A) such that un

converges to u with respect to β[s) and for q.e. x
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A A A

where ΓΓ={α)EΩ; N)Uίtl(ω) converges to iV5"3(ω) uniformly in t on an interval
[0, T]}. Since

(6.10) Mu»\rτω)=[T Aun{Xs(ω))ds
Jτtτ-t

the set Tτ is rr-invariant, i.e., {rΓωGΓ τ}=ΓΓ, and consequently the complement

of Γ Γ (TT in notation) is also rΓ-invariant. Hence, we have that

and consequently we can attain (6.7) for the present u by the approximation
method. q.e.d.

Now, we obtain

Theorem 6.3. For u e %oc

(6.11) u(Xt)-u(X0) = i- m u l ~ (Mψ\rτ)-Mψlt(rτ))

-±\\bi^.)(Xs)ds 0<*<Γ,Pm-a.e..
« = i JO OXi

Proof. By operating rτ to the formula (6.5), we have

(6.12) u(Xτ_t)-u(Xτ) = Mψ\rτ)+Nψ\rτ)y Pw-a.e. .

Since by the approximation method the relation (6.10) extends to M G 9 Ί O C ,

namely,

(6.14) Nψ\rτ) =

the right hand side of (6.11) is equal to

i- (a(Xt)-ΰ(X0)-Mul)-j- (X(X0)-ΰ(Xt)+Nψlt(rτ)-NψXrτ))

\ φψ*-m*-2 Σ \' Φi %L) (Xs) ds), PM-a.e..

Therefore, by Lemma 6.1 the proof is complete. q.e.d.
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REMARK 6.4. Using Theorem 6.3 we can obtain the results corresponding

to Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 in the present non-symmetric

situation.
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